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Report:
A visit was first made in August to discuss the hardware and software requirments to integrate the detector
into SPEC and the ID24 data acquisition system. We are very grateful to Marie-Christine Dominguez for
rewriting many of the data aquisition macros to accommodate XSTRIP. The detector was then set-up on the
beamline during the October shutdown, so that it only had to be aligned at the start of the first beamtime.
The first two days were spent aligning and checking the operation of the detector and we are pleased to report
that the detector performed exteremly well, typically taking 35µs to saturate with a 60mA 16 bunch beam. In
order to compare with the current ID24 CCD detector and data already collected at Daresbury using XSTRIP
a100mM NiCl2 solution was measured and representitive data are shown in Figure 1.
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These features do however normalise out with the present ID24 CCD shown in spectrum e (100ms exposure),
although the real time taken for these spectra is close to 3 seconds due to the delays in reading out the CCD.
We then proceeded to setup the ID24 stopped flow. It was important to choose a system that had been
previously studied on ID24 to achieve a proper comparison between XSTRIP and the Princeton CCD
detector. The reaction chosen was the cis-dihydroxylation of 2,3-dimethylbut-2-ene by OsO4, with or without
an amine promoter (pyridine or quinuclidine); this is an important reagent in synthetic organic chemistry [3],
and the chemical aim was to identify the structures of the osmium species ion solution. The timescales of
these reactions are between 0.01 and 2 seconds. The advantage of XSTRIP was imediately obvious, in that its
flexible data aquistion system and
virtually unlimited data storage
Figure 2: OsO4
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Summary
The data showed that XSTRIP could operate with the full flux of an ESRF undulator. The Os data clearly
showed the advantages of the efficency of operation of XSTRIP since many time resolved data sets could be
collected without having to pause for readout - a prohibitive factor with the CCD. However, there are issues
over non-statistical effects which need to be investigated further. We wish to thank the ESRF for provision of
beamtime.
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